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\
Fraternity protests UMaine's decision
ivii.haw
$tatt
Fraternities beware.
If. your house is fotind to be ,
in violation of the University's \
Student Conduct Code Sections '
D.2. "Possession or use of
akoholic beserages if such
possession or use is in violation
of existing regulations for that
campus." Ill. B.7. "Viola-
Lions- of alcoholic beverage
regulations," and III. E.3.
"Continued infractions of this
Code." you could be required
to hire a_permanent live-in ad-
visor in order to remain open.
This is exactly *hat happen-
ed to Beta Theta Pt as a result
of an incident that occurred in
September 1986.
According to John O'Leary,
th current president of Beta,a
stuletu from Dunn Hall was
allegedly Served straight vodka
at a *la party during Parents
and Friends- Weekend. After
leaving the house; at B.A.
-from Dunn found this person.
notified the police, and the stu-
dent was required. to have his
stiamach pumped.
After the initial Oct. 31. 1986
meeting between Mark-Spart -
ing, the president of Ikea at the
time, Geoffrey Hoffman
(Treasurer) and Student Con-
duct Officer Bill Kennedy,
enough probable cause existed
to prompt a second- meeting
Maine_ people disbelieve
AIDS HIV—test aecuracy
111 Dm popes
• Yid
Third Wit 3.-part serifs
In Maine, more than one-
half the AIDS victims hase died
since November 1985. Each vic-
tim died two years after
diagnosis.
Many people from MaLIe
tend to disbelieve the accuracy
of the HIV test, according to
health officials at UMaine's
Cutler Health Center: -
Maine does offer the an-
tibods test through' the State
Bureau of Health with offices
in Bangor. The unisersits com-
munity has access to the bureau
111 Bangor, because Cutler is not
test sue, health evlasaior  Binh
Lockhart said
These bureaus screen blood
and only two body fluids which
carts the HIV virus. The
bureaus also test for a positive
and negatise result as well as
evatin.cla of 1101.0111
individuals testing positive. The
means sy testing are excep-
tionae, accurate and
confidential.
UMaine will not counsel
AIDS victims because of lack
of confidentiality among
students." said Lockhart.
"However, students will be
referred to the counseling
center in Bangot's Department
of Sexually ,_Tiransmitted
Diseases, where\t he AIDS an-
tibody testing is'eompleted."
Cutler Directot\Roberta Ber-
rien said, "There \are specific
laws about dis ulgiiwinforma-
lion about victims With AIDS.
-To help victims. it \ail! take
multiple sisits and is lot _of
time
Although Cutler has\no test
site, the medical unit dos have
a personnel AIDS polic that
staff and administratron'4\must
comply with at all times \
Every person who conies
through the door at Cutler ks a
"potential AIDS victim aksd
pm& beireased_ as select better representarr es,"
Berrien said. •SWiaid. "We must make the
Nurses, doctors and intern 'position Mare attractive to the
"are required to wear latex \ student body. 
gloves when in direct contact Another change was within
with blood, semen or :leaning
up vomit and diarrhea from a
between Beta house officers
.and members of the Corpora-
tion (members of, Beta's alum-
ni in the area that help run the
house). • -
On November 7, 1986. Ken-
nedy. along -with Dean William
Lucy, met with Spurling, house
officers Bill Stewart and Jeff
Cross, fraternity advisor Ken
Hayes and Bill Hunt, Corpora-
• tion treasurer.
According to a letter sent -to
• Bete from Kennedy, dated
•O'Dea/Davis sworn
islhom
Stan Arrow
IP, he) vs ble t al kW
any reason.
The Cutler policy was COm-
piled through "universal
precautions" that all medical
facilities abide by since the
AIDS virus became dominant.
The Cutler pobcs states that
students with suggestive symp-
(Ne_DISF.A8E psge:41
les official. The candidates
for student goseriiment presi-
dent and vice president were in-
ducted at last. night's (-general
Student Senate meeting.
Former president
Christopher Boothby mailed the
oaths of affirmaTion4o Tantira
Davis and John O'Dea, who
are now president and vice
president.
Citing her outlook for the
senate during her administra-
tion. Davis said that certain
changes needed to be made
One .change was the tend
toward apathy among senators.
"Students must demand and
the senate delegation. .
"After past elections, there's
been a division due to the dif-
ferent tickets of the candidates-
elect," Davis said. "I don't
want .that division to affect
what this body can do."
Davis ahosaid that the body
has to work together to achieve
effective goals.
"One of our main concerns
LS :he rcsAganizat ion of the col-
lege system_ _
Candidates focus on
1AP) — Republican Sen. Bob Dole
and Democratic Rep. Richard Gephardt
blew into New -Hampshire on Tuesday,
two Midwesterners angling to turn their
first-place Iowa caucus finishes to ad-
vantage in next week's lead-oif.
presidential primary elections.
Vice President George Bush, the na-
tional front-runner humbled by a third-
place finish, redoubled his campaign ef-
forts and requisitioned one of Dole's
campaign themes. "I'm one of you,"
he told New Hampshire voters.
But Pat Robertson, Iowa's surprise
Republican. runner-up, said the vice
president's "'myth of invincibility" waa_,:.
gone Another rival -Ti.-free'rtiriTtrih. 7117
swift political demise, despite the vice
president's lead in. Ness Hampshire
Unlike Dole, Gephardt notched only
a narrow win in Iowa. He immediately
declared himself the "clear underdog"
in the state and pronounced
Massachusetts Gov'. Michael Dukakis
the Democrat to beat.
Even so, he said, "I'm gonna do
fine. "
Sen. Paul Simon. runner-up among
the Democrats in Iowa, also pegged
Dukakis the man to beat, and said,
"The important thing is who comes in
second."
'Dukakis predicted he would carry the
_Itatc„next Tuesday. but neither he nor his
aides wanted to predict a Margin. 'q
think after New Hampshire the field will
Nov. IS. 1986, as .a result of
these violations and the fact.
that /kta was warned about the
seriousness of these types of
violations by both university of-
ficials and House Corporation
Officers., the sanction of their
probation was given three
conditions.
As well as being placed on
probation antil..May 9, 1987,
Beta Theta Pi was required,to
hire a permanent live-in advisr  
• (see BETA "WO 2)-
in at _GSS
John O'llea and Tamara [Iasi. were sworn in as vier prssiditst
sad president of the General Modest Senate 1 uesday
file—
We're trying to get -an open forum for students with the
reorganization committee," Davis said..
Former president Chris Boothby gave his thoughts of the Walk
under his administration.
- "We made a good effort and vs,srkia1--har4-Booawhy •aid 
"Today, student government is a firm, solid-based operation.
Students at UMaine can again trust student government."
UMaine President Dale lack attended the meeting and also gave
his impressions of Boot hby's administration.
"I think he represented you very well. He added a great deal
to student government," Lick said.
Lick ati.led that Boothby is "the best student body president
I've had the pleasure of working with over the past ten years,"
In other senate business, Boothby. in his final president's
• - . Viet Gbh page 3)  
miishire
be narrower arid we will be the from-
runner," he said in an interview.
He added, "I think it's going to be
more aggressive, only because the field
now is -going to begin to narrow."
There was no disagreement on that
point. Traditionally, the first primary is
also the last for many of the alsorans.
And with only a week until the elec-
tion, Iowa's winners scarcely had time
to savor their success before flying
halfway across the country.
Dole attributed his easy Iowa win to
sticking to the issues and holding onto
his temper in the face of provocations
from Bush'( campaign aides. .
But he said he faces an uphill battle
against the vice president in New Harap-
shire. "Let's face it. I'm behind." he
said. "I'm not the front-runner in New
Hampshire. "
The Senate Republican leader said he
still viewed the campaign as a twoman
race between himself and the vice presi-
dent, Robertson's surprising finish
aside.
But it was clear that the Republican
campaign had undergone an opening
night upheaval.
"I think certainly Robertson will be
a factor. I think Jack Kemp will be a
major factor in New Hampshire —
something that hasn't been discussed
much of late," said Elsie Vartanian,
head of the state Republican Party.
"1 think mostpeople -would admit
that the whole race has been thrown up-
side down," said Kemp.
_,7 DailY MOM CartIptaS, %%Milt d11r6f Wiry -"Cc Iggs
*Beta 
by Jan. 12. 19t17 in Order tots
-main OPen
The fraternity was also not .able to
particIpate or he ins ots w h any par-
ties/funet ions with alcohol unless it us-
ed the services of Residential Life,
had to participate in a substance
awareness responsi hi lit s workshop wtt h
Dr. Robert Dana and had to go on an of-
ficer retreat that invOlved a national
representative from Beta Theta Pi. local
advisory personnel and Dean I.. us.
associate dean 'of student acttsities.
During all the meetings that Beta had
with Kennedy. Kennedy refused to
divulge the, name of the person that had
his stomach pumped and the R.A. that
informed him of the incident.
"We think that Kennedy is making
accusations towards our house through
•wordsay' -considering the 'fact that we
don't serve hard alcohol at our func-
tions. only beer," O'Leary said.
"Since we had pledges that were from
Dunn. we were able tO find out who the
person was, who his R.A. was and the
fact that this was not the first time that
 the student had to have his stomach
pumped due to a alcohol drug related
averdose.-"O'l eary said. "Kennedy
told us that he had written testimony
from the R.A. that he witnessed the per-
son drink the vodka. when a week after
-It seemed to its that Kenneth wa...n.ing his posi-
tion of power to withhold in from
Jolla 4411.4-it rs
Belo Theta Pi
the incident occurred ;1* R.A. in taUCS-__
tiOn was at our house and Mid ns that
it Was the first time he had ever Stepped
foot in Beta." 
-
According to O'Leary. when,
representatives from Beta confronted
Kennedy with this information, he
covered up by saying that it was p dif-
ferent R.A that witnessed the act and
he still wouldn't disulge any news.
"It teemed to Its that Kennedy was us-
ing his position of power to:withhold-in-7
formation from us." fr Leary added.
Hunt, a Beta alumnus from Bangor.
seneclasihe live-in ads isor throughout
.the entire probationary. period and %s-her
he.period Was (net.. Hunt; along with
the brothers'. thought that they had com-
plied with't he conditions of the probe-
tiociand therefore he did not return this
vear
When Kennedy found out about this
present situation,frvath no use-in ad,
sisor present). he notified Beta that they
were required to have a "permanent"
live-in adyisor, as the conditions of the
letter stated, and according to tr,Leary
iniatinaied from pax( I
'1.•iin achitor 'on their own," hc
• •-
"I think that the br.e•in &hoot, if
%tickled priced), can be a valuable ismer
to the fraternits. and the frattrifity
should hese a great deal in say of who
it should .pc . • said Dean Lucy. "1
had someone read to fill this position - don thin.k that he NT.. T -s-hmildTun 
the house. but he can facilitate
coveative living matters "
Professor Kenneth Haves.-the facul-
ty fraternit advisor at the time of the
Beta incident also feels that the idea of
a Ine-ni ads isor is a gistxt one if chosen
iwoperly. but he thinks that is unfair to
theHouseCorpOration nor the National place a ''lifertme" restrict ion on Beta
feel as though we are in need of a per- for an incident that happened in -the
-Ma-gent lis-e-tu advisor-and-4 4alle-halitsai _past_
'Personally I fed 'that is a good idea
to haw a torin ach-poir.ifitenpropiy*
--cbover -for -he-could pros idea valuable
resource for the students when the% are
. struggling to make a Judgmental
Hayes_ sa4 -"On the other
hand. lied that :pie fact that Beta had
a 'life-ttase' sanction imposed on their
house was unfair_ because the future
generations of brothers are heinn_
penalized for an incident that happen-
that was not a Beta alumni.
"Out fraternity., is a secret fratetnits
with our own secret lore and history, and
to hese someone come into s4iir house
and hie there that wasn't a brother
an insult, to our fraternity and what we
stand for," O'Leary. Said. ''Slettber
be present it could C.JU1.0 !MI miich ten,
%ion in the house and riiiii-TYur istiok
idea of communal loins avbrothers."
According to-Kenntdy. ,“Beta's re-
quest for not basing to hake a lisp-in ad-
s- isor is under resins and we are work-
ing to come up with a decision that will
be in the hest interest of the house-and
the_ uniVersity to he fair and corms
tent."
, 'We don't want to make any deci-
%ions that would be unfair to any one
frau-inns and in fact. there istine Irma
nity at L'Mairie that is active-Is -seeking
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•ed th the past:"
Kennedy stressed that at the time of
the incident the sanction placed upon
the house *as fair
-We could have taken several other
routes in order to deal with ' this situa-
tion. such as stripping the house of its
.campus re-cognition." Kennedy said
."1-ftsteibd -of' doing this=we-_-,--erorked
together with the. fraternity to come up
with a sanction that would be in the best
interest of the house and the University
and I think it was fair
-Beta -Theta Pt takes---pride- itt-tts
--democratic way of cooperator losing
and we sine on c.ervt hing that comes
• up in the houic in a democratic way.
0'1 eau" said -Ow alumni advison are
there to help us when we hese problems
'and welion't feel as though we. arc in
need of an advisor to Ine in our
house -
Whale Beta takes a stand against the
idea of sa lne-m advisor, other Irater
nine% at tiMaine hese been able to lisc
with then,and find that. they can be an
ads antage ttw running of the house
According to Luc*, seseral frater
mon have-found that hr uft
%nor Irving in the home, he can facilitate
and u • in the direction of attainin
the goal, of the fraternity and $01111C isa
!tonal headquarters Kase providedTa—
%alai) istipend) for their, respective
shapter's advisors at USdaine _
Cs- e WC* *hat 'happens when a
Its-cm ails- IsOlt it put ma house, especial-
ly with the situation at feu kappa Ep,
ulon," car) said •`TKI- was.
,..gisen a live-in ads nor and now they are
going through a big drug scandal. 441.
hkt-in advisor could rum the ttrittatton
of our hoiise .and we don't want future
_Another% to has e to pay loran rims/chi
that happened-in the past and that *c
fed we hese suffered enough for "
Correction
A typographical error in yester
day's story on AIDS gave the =pies
tion that the disease can be transmit
tett through mosquito bites it Cannot
and the Das! y Maine Commas regrets
hc error
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Lots, Lots, Lots, More!
The Deity ,Maine Cantina, Wedbeiday, February 10, 1968
Soviet TV more open than
MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet television ment in their -speeches to the Foreign
,'brought 'glasnost to the seat of SON' ict Relations Commission of the Supreme
power Tuesday when it broadcast live a Soviet.
. session of the Supreme Soviet with of Yaz.os promised the public that no
—11-cials 'Urging ritificatiOn of the treaty —country would -ever—gain iiiiliias),,-
SUPeriority over the Soviet Union.
•'We prepared profoundly and-com-
prehensively," he said of the treaty.
"Each inird and each figure in it were
most thoroughly studied and check-
ed."
The commission must make a recom-
mendation to the Presidium, which has
the final decision on ratification. The
treaty already has been Approved by the
ruling Communist Party, so its passage
is assured
There was no indication when final
action would be taken on the treaty sign-
ed by President Reagan and Soviet
banning intermediate-range nuclear -
missiles.
J In an unprecedented move, state TV
ran two hours of the session held in the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, the
nominal parliament.
Speaking under the gold
hammer-andsickle seal of the Soviet
state. top officials called for treaty's
ratification, but questioned ....the
trustworthiness of the United States.,
Kremlin No. 2 man Yegor K.
Ligachev. Fcireign Minister Eduard; A.
Shervardnadze and Defense Minister
Dmitri T. Yazov all backed the docu-
• GSS  Icestlineed from page
•
proposed.ordering lockers to be install-
ed at the Foster library. These lockers
would be used to -keep book bags and
other possessions, including food.
The library would pay for the lockers
in his proposal, and would require a
10-cent or 25-cent charge to use them
Director of the library, Elaine
Albright. told Boothby that she is in
favor of a library committee in the
senate that would work toward solving
the problem of food in the library
In resolution issues, senators gave
their approval for $5,650 in funds to be
granted towards Maine Day activities
for this year
This money wouldortnride for enter-
tainment, promotion, and supplies for
the festivities.
The allocation of $2,500 for the 1988
Student Alumni Association National
Convention was passed by the senate
Under this program, approximatelv
1,000 delegates from the United States
and Canada will learn and exchange
ideas about student leadership as well as
have an opportunity to learn about the
university
Other senate business included the
preliminary approval given to the
UMitine sailing club, and Randall D'Ar-
che was inducted as Board of Trustees
representative for the (,SS,
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev in
Washington on Dec. 8:
Shevardnadze praised the treaty that
eliminates from Europe missiles with a
range of 300 10 3.000 miles as __a .
"balance of secunty, and a balance of
interests." The Soviet Union also
agreed to remove such missiles from
Asia because the agreement ensures the
United States cannot put such weapons
., on that continent, he said.
The pact -would not have been possi-
ble if the United States at crucial stages-
had not displayed a sense of realism and
willingness to find mutually acceptable
solutions." he s4id.
But he said thi American delegatton
to talks on a 50 percent cut in longrange
missiles "is yet to part with remnants of
its old positions."
The foreign minister said he hoped to
get a clearer view of the U.S. position
before,
during the Feb. 21-23 visit of Secretary
of State George P. Shultz to Moscow.
Shevardnadze said an agreement on
long-range missiles can be reached in the
next kiwi° five months. The,two sides
have said they hope to sign an accord
on strategic arms at a Moscow summit
in the first half of this year.
Major newspapers published the
schedule of the live broadcast, another
manifestation of Gorbachev 's policy of
glasnost, or more openness on some
issues. In the past, hearings of Soviet
government committees have been held
behind closed doors.
l_igachev and Shevardnadze said
Soiact citizens question whether their
country, which is giving up 1,752
missiles compared to 859 for the United
States, is sacrificing too much and
whether the United States can be
trusted
..................................................4, *
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: Army & Navy Sale **4, *
. *
4( 4 *
* 
Location: North and South Lown *
* Room *
* 
* 
Date: February 8-12, Monday-Fnday *
4( 9:00 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.
4(
4(
* Genuine U.S. & European Surplus:4(
Wool, West German, British._ U.S., British, French, Italian
French Pants Wool Sweaters
115 58-15
Alavy Wool Middy' s -
ft Peacoats
510-30
Full Length Raincoats &
Trench Coat
56-15
71eavy Cotton, 6-Pacitet
Field Pants- U.S., Dutch,
West German.
57-15
Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags(0°-15')
520-530
Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Scarfs,
and
* —
****************************************
4 • Int_ DI* Maar a mpg, Wednesda February I0._12gs'
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toms of AIDS who arc from a high-risk
group will be refemed elsewhere for
diagnostic work- and treatment of AIDS-
related illnesses.
According to Bernen and members of
her staff, this policy is not prejudicial
of segregationist but a "mandatory
means of treating this complex (AIDS)
since Cutler's facilities-are inadequate
for this type of treatment. "
- The health center will continue to
coordinate students' care as long as they.
remain in student status but will he
'treated for Hepatitis-B. a coniplex
quarantined similarly to AIDS., -
With such a controversial issue as
AIDS. most people would assume that
administrators would be wary of such
a flamboyant and volatile issue.
Administrators and health center of-
ficials do not want to cause a panic
. among students and faculty, but they do
anal them to be concerned according to
Lockhart. UMaine will nests "turn
backs on such an issue, according to
an administratise spokesperson who
asked to remain -anonymous. Unless a
person comes forward and admits thes.
are a carrier of the s irus. no One would
ever know about the persOn.,
Admissions and administration are
not required to know about a student's
health status. Buf with a student's per-
mission, the physician and appropriate
members of the university's administra-
tion would be involved in any decisions
affecting that student's status.
The entire UStaine administration is
supportive of the advancements made
by Berrien and her staff.
"We people to know that the
opportunity is there for eseryone."
said a spokesperson for the UMaine ad-
ministration, "since admissions cannot
..lArally discriminate tieing *meow
with 'AIDS. If we did, we wodd hive
• to ready to lose a big law suit
The state does not currently recom-
mend mandatory screening for any in-
idual. A screening test detects an-
titicxlies to the HIV virus, although iCs•
not a diagnostic test for AIDS.
AccordingUMaine admissions, the
urusersity has no legal right to demand
AIDS screening or recommend testing
of "high risk" indisiduals wanting to at
tend liMaine.
Lockhart knows she will be unable to
inform all students about AIDS before
the academic year it completed, but
agrees that AIDS is a continuing educa-
tion process affecting esersone.
I ockhart plans to goe the saine
speeches and lectures for many yam to
come. She and other physicians from the
area agree that a cure for the AIDS com-
plex is fir from near
"Hepatitis is a recent disease. It too).
14 years for researchers to find a *Jure
for: it. AIDS is slippers to handle.
Complaints? Gripes?
Frustrations? Let
us know about them!
Maybe make
a difference. Write to:
/May %Mine
Suite "a. lord Hall
T
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1 IN SEARCH OF LEADERSHIP
II THE FIRST ANNUAL STUDENT
L EADERSH IP_ CONFERENCE
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1988
Students -- are you looking for an op-
portunity for leadership development
in such areas as group dynamics,
communication, leadership styles,
conflict resolution, and goal setting?
_scr, -1wenty-five spaces -are- now
available to those individuals who are
willing to-make a commitment ta this
all-day conference which includes
twenty-one workshops, two keynote
speakers, and a panel presentation at
noon.
1 If you have an interest or would likemore information about this exciting
•L
-- first annual conference, please call
the Center for Student Services at
581-1406.
,-+inar-1:-Aum:mommanor:mmaczramme=mormowi.
volatile and always, hinging,'c said
1 ockhart. "It's going to be birder to
find a cure for AIDS."
However, she does-foresee a treat-
ment to prolong life roe AIDSvictims.
There is currently no vaccine to pro-
tect a person from the HIV virus
Researchers in- the U.S. and other
countr*S-aff—wOrtiut diligently - to
deselop an AIDS vaccine. Scientists
report that this may be difficult because
the sirus can alter itsform in the human
icoatiosied from pass I)
body, although scientisteare *VMS to
perfect the ATZ aatibody7whieb.piro.
lonisThehfraCte fsorareAtilernDSfyivictngimito the inform.
ed person, while an ignorant person will
overlook the facts People who do not
understand call the sails a "gay thing"
(0:
::::eab'eivit'drruyogtiel.:60ftedot:t7)hcithednoliti-etwicterhitileptheither
The terror here, but nobody Imola%
'Senator rescues young boy
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) — A 9-year Augusta rescue is Of ken, who at in.rd
old boy trapped in a storm %toil while with police and ambulance crews, used
walking to school Tuesday was req_aatcd. __a sledge hammer to knock one of the
by a state senator out on his morning eau, loose, said paramedic William
'Cusick. One iron bar m the grate had
-- Troy Sidelinger. whose left kg was been broken. allowing Troy--'s leg to slide
ensnared for_ at lea!t a halt an hour, got
away with a small scrape and a big story
to tell his classmates
." I'm gouts to tell all my friends about
it is hen 1 • Sty heck to school tomor-
row." said Troy "I didn't think I'd
get .my leg  out — at kasi not today:"
Troy was trudging through -ice and Aiwa* kept Tfai4f home from school
snow to meet a friend when he lost-, _his -but slid became out of the mcalent witt
balance on a snov•bank at the AugustaJ
Plus and slipped down feet first. His
kg got caught between metal grates
covering a sewer drain "I hear out Of
ms left ear a kid screaming." said
Sen. John E. Baldacci. who was in the
middle of his dads fis emit' jog when he
heard Troy's screams for help. ••I
thought the kid was, going to hase a
heart attack I thought I was going to
hese a heart attack," said Baldacci. a
Bentor ilenlocf at who lives in Augusta
white the Lqpslat use * it session
through, officials said. .;
"I tried to pull myself out and peo-
ple *ere pulling and everything. Then
peoPlc busted me out." said Troy.
The rtiCut workers were althe scene for
21 minutes. said Cusick•
 rn" he/ Lati- flow of
only a red mark on his leg.
—He', doing, pretty good.- Ms
Dos said
Meanwhile. hack it the Senate,
aildaca told his colleagues is a brief
speech from the floor that while !hes
concentrate on major issues. thes
"sometimes (forget) the really important
things.
He said senators should encourage
road. crews to look out for broken Wif.ff
vents to help ensure the public's safety. 
The University of Maine Oft 
-campus Board presents 
Windham Hill & Open Air Recording Artist
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Schoenberger decries student apathy
ky Urdu UMW
Stafl Ainter
There is a sense of defeatism,
cynicism and apathy among the people,
• said Walter Scheenberger, voicing his
concerns about this phenomenon at the
ast Lecture Series.
Schoenberger. who after an incident
during World War II has taken it upon
him to try to. reduce was by teaching
political science. finds it hard to unders-
tand the behasiors_ of the younger
generations. in this political arena.
"I'm very concerned to see what's go-
ing on in the United States and the
withdrawing out oft he political system,
especially the young people, 7. be-said.
as he went into what he called
teminess-erice and conclusion!.
He admits that there are flaws within
the system that have been uncovered
with Watergate And Vietnam, but all
political systems are imperfect. The on-
ly *ay to itnpiose it is to participate.
Schoenberger said.
"I found through -considerable
political aois sty that you have to be coll-
usion' to make it pay off," he said
It' be able to work within the political
system means to allow yourself- to
,:ooperate. According to Schoenberger
it is fine to have great dreams but There
should be an understanding there that
1
I
ALL FOR ONLY $22.95
other people 'do not have the same
dreams .
"fl bothers me that young people are
:Dot getting involset-as muCh--arTher
did." he said. They have gaols and
see wrong-doings but are not willing to
-compromise and then give up.
-We see what's happening and ,
become discouraged and cynical. We
find ways to escape without really fin-
ding them because the only way to
escape is by participation its the
system," Schoenberger said. ,
Another concern he sees is the will-
ingness to accept less than what is
perfect. People have ways of getting by •
without performing at their hest, he
.said
"-Most of us are mediocre -most of our
lives. It is very important to do the best
you can in any line you go into.
-SChnenberger Said.
From this he developed the expression
of human intolerance and the approach
to view everything In a set pattern.
-Ben though I don't view myself as
a racist or sexist I do sometime, act as
ill do," Schoenberger said, drowning
parallels to international politics and
back to his idea of preventing war.
The approach to international politics
to picture had guys and good guys.
But (,orbaches does not consider
himself the bad guy.  be said.
This leads to the moralization of
VALENTINE'S SPECIAL
DINNER FOR TWO AT
everyones actions raising the whole in-
ternational poltics to a level of morali-
ty. Schoenberger said. Discussing
__politics from that point of view can on•
ly lead to war because if one is morally
right the other has to be wrong.
"We'condemn other people because
they do not reach up to our re-
quirements of human rights," he said.
SMI ne 
rant t
28 MILL ST., ORONO, 866-4200 i
ON SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13th, I
$22.95
VALENTINE'S EVE
He does not believe in absolute stan-
dards and from there on wants to urge
others to question authority and reject
any government restricting the freedom
of expression. One thing he does believe
in though is to live a joyful life.
"I hope you will enjoy all experiences
of life and don't take it too serious-
ly." Schoenberger.said.
wale
-I
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A SPECIAL DINNER FOR TWO
WILL INCLUDE
SHRIMP BISQUE
SEASONAL SALAD
POACHED SALMON ALLA PESTO
Iser*ed on a bed of spinach fettucini)
RASPERRY LINZER TORTE
CHAMPAGNE COCKTAIL
or
A GLASS OF SPARKLING CIDER
COFFEE OR TEA
Please call for reser%ation today! 866-4200
-
T ib lea asaltoe way to get to the other side of the blesicherk.
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UMaine kuys software to link computers
Ilt 11111111—
Sten Writer -
A new software package for the
University of Maine System has been
purchased and will be on-line on most
campuses/by pre-registration time in
November, said Robert Whelan. ex
eciniVe assistant to the sice president for
Academic Affairs.
The new software will link the
business office, registrar's office. &dims-
sion's office, and residential life com-
puter systems which are all currently
separate.
Financial Aid will remain on its cur-
rent system but will be interfaced with
the new system, said DT .Charles Tarr. -
dean of the Graduate School and
member of the starch committee which
chose the software package.
Barbara Friedman. assistant director
of Administrative Services. was hired in
March of' INT to help install ISIS.
—Friedman said the previoticeystern was
outdated. "We really did need to mo.‘e
forward, she said.
ISIS, Integrated Student Information
System. cost the l'MS hundreds ot
rhos:sands of-dollars. said Friedman. '14
is a serY Massive investment." but
one that needed to be done to make the
t:MS more updated, she idded.
The major ads antage of ISIS is the
single data base it has which allows_ all
of the departments to talk to one
another directly. said Tarr'. James
White, senior associate director of Stu-
debt Aid, was on the initial search coin
He said the committee ekaluated
a few other commercial systenis and also
.. considered an in-house program. "Our
ultimate choice was to go with ISIS,"
he said, "It is going to add a lot of func-
tionality" to the current system.
Friedman said the second ads ant age
of ISIS was that it is an on-line system
for everythmg. Previously, registration
had-been on-line, but now . such-things
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
February
on Benjamin s
9,10
11,12,13
16,17,18
19,20
23,24,25
26.27
Lounge)
Just the Facts
Budds
3rd Degree
DOGS
Real Band
Anal Haze
Every Monday night- Doug Crate FonuJazz
NO COVER CHARGE IF YOU HAVE DINNER IN THE RESTAURANT
CASA BONITA serves merican, Tex-Mex. and Cajun-style food
fi •
ca55.e6NIV
••••lb ••••• ft/. f •
 UM
PROMENADE
The Memorial Union Mini Mail
February 40-12
9 AM-6-PMF''
• Fresh & Silk Flowers
Fashiorts-from India kBolIvij 
Jewelry
Bags & Sweatshirts
Army & Navy Surplus
Candy acid other goodies, plus much Much e!'
QUALITY GIFTS
• At Discount
Prices
as tranicripts and billing will also be
You can know exactly the Status of -
sour (business) account': a clas after you,
, hese added or dropped a class, she said..
"AEI of -the piece k Tit -Trigeri*.r,"--chr -
said
Some other ads antages of ISIS arc
that it will make billing quicker and
mote efficient and lt will make updating
transcripts quicker and this will look
better. said Tart. - •
Pres musty, each department had its
own software packages which required
data entry each time something was
,:hanged in one department that affected
another department. "It is a truly in-
tegrated system." .saidiTarr It  will
decrease the amount of paper flow con
siderably "Things will happen _faster
,for students." he aided
ISIS will only benefit students. said
Tarr. It will be much more resits-muse
to the needs of students.
But ISIS-WA- require retraining of all
employees who use computer terminals':
said Tarr ISIS will use different codes
than the ones employee% are currentl%
..ww,dtour.it ,od
be problematk." said
Whelan. He added that a user's commit
tee has been formed to try to make the-
-transition as smooth as possibk;----- -
Diana Ustel. assistant registrar said
she is nix c‘pecling the transition to be
too difficult But she does anticipate
that her department will he busieru hen
ISIS is first installed "We'll hase fo
(transfer data plus do OUT regular
)obs.- sh? said
Since all se% en UM campuses *ill he
using ISIS. the conimittee is made up of
indisiduals from_ each campus in all
areas that will be affected hs the change
1 an said that Farmington and Fort
kern will be the first campuses to use the
new lostern Both campuses arc expo:
tmg to begin using ISIS in April of this
year
Tarr added 
risteen by  newel lie. I. 
that both systems ma%
have to be used for a. time to ensure that
all desa is as inlaiSk7-•We shouldbe 99
percent on the
1969." he said- •
Complaints? Gripes? Frustrations? Let
us know about them! Maybe it'll make
a difference. Write to the Dailv 11aine
Campus, Suite 7a, Lord Hall
Eat Healthy with . . CANTEEN
Freshly polished apple.s. oranges
-and other (ruit. garden
-fresh cnspy
salads, low fat milk, fruit prices. a
• vane() of flavored dietetic yoguns
and exciting sandwich options are
all presented through modern vend-% mg equipment offered exclusively
. e.by CAN-MEN.
Prepared fresh every day in the int=
maculate CANTEEN kitchens and
delivered by a Canteen represen,..•
uve, you are assured of freshness
and flavorful lunches day after
day Die added convensence and
Wend of vended foals canacki hours
11111ladisfaction to your busy day.-
For the health of the calorie-cow
ci ious busy person on the go, we
suggest a nutritious lunch from
CANTEEN - We think you'll like it!
244 Perry Road
BANGOR
945-5111111
reshlt Serkfd
SANDWICHES
_
ICITCRORIt
FRUIT
- MOT & COLO DRINKS
HOT a COLD ENTREES
DESERTS
MILK
CANDY
.M111101ITED SNACKS
. _
WI. CHANGERS
252 Old Lisbon Road CL 76 Darling Ave
so. PORTLAND
764-5161 771-1111
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1ings and personal lives of U.S. senators
and congressional staff members.
The CIA rtports. along with others
prepared by the NationalSecurity Coun-
cil staff, included information on the ac-
tivities of Sen. Jesse Helms, -RN.C., a
leading Noriega critic, and on Sen . Ed-
ward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., Blandon
said.
Sen. John Kerry. D-Mass., heading
the congressional., investigation, said
such reports would be "reprehensible"
and that if the testimony proses correct.
those responsible should be fired.
• Efforts to reach CIA officials for
comment were not immediately
sacessful.
• Kerry said key ,U.S. agencies, in-
cluding: the Drug Enforcement Ad-
ministration and the State Department
were until recently either "duped" by
Mons ga-or -blinded -to the nature of _his
enterprises by their interest in Panama's
strategic. importance as the site of the
Panama (anal.
lase Nortega page
Valentines Week Special.'
Bring in your Sweetheart and Recieve
Loris Hair Design $2.00 off any service'
29 Water Street 827-4246 - Toads y-Saturday
Old Town, Me. Fienings by Appointment
Catch the racy antics of the
Twatones! This a cappella
group spoofs on popular
songs and sings shocking
originals!
And see Jimmy Smith, "The
top black comedian in the
New England Area."
Fri, Feb.12 8pm
OPEN TO ALL
$2 UM students w/I.D.
$4 others
PAUNCHES AND SODA
, CASH BAR WITH IL)
 'by N41
Jimmy Smith
#1 13:05ton comic-- L...!!k Times
The Deily Maine' Cernpus. cdnesda%. I ebruarv 10, 19118
Lucky student will win
all-expense-paid trip
by Vibe baerses
'n-
'One luttY-iludent and a Comps:
moo will spend a week in Flortda dur-
ing spring break and Residential Life
will pick up thc tab.
The student winner will be picked
_au random from students assembled
at oneof the "Bon Voyage" dinners
that will be held at each dining com-
mons and the Bear's Den.
. The winner will also have te•
possess a saihd Validate _ard, accor---
- ding to Anne Johnson, manager of
Dining Hall Programs.,
"Weirs to doa few fun things like
this during the year." said John
:Rebstock. Ihrector of tints ersity
Dining Sersices. "This is going to be
a really esciting eVent.
The grandpnir alma receive
a week for two in Pompano Bea, h
Delta Airline has furnished the plane
tkketvot bile Comfort Inn of Bangor
has made the lodging arrangement.. .
The winner will also be pros ideal with
a food allowance
ketistock said he hoped to have all
the dining commons linked eke.
tromealls so that the winner could be
announced simultaneously acros
campus
-We would like to be able to use
something like the university police's
walkie-talkies," Rebstock said. --'
There are two othergrand prizes
that will also be .awarded in this
fashion.
.Thc first of these is a weekend for
two in Boston sponsored by Eastern
Express with the arrangements being
. made possibk by 'Gordon Clapp
Travel Agency.
- The thirokgrand prize is a ten speed
- bicycle proVided by Pat's Bike Shop
----ofOld Town and Brewer.
Rrbstock said That he thinks . that -
this idea has been tried before, but it
is an original one. for this campus.
According to Rehstock, there Will
be seseral other prizes in each of the
dining commons and the Bear's Den.
The pnzes will include a travel bag,
swcatcrs.,teflnic rackets. tickets to a I--
jazz, show, passes to.a hot tuh.,.aistl
huge beach bulL All Of these are be-:'
ing provided by area merchants.
There will also be two food prizes
donated by local _restaurants.
The "Bon Voyage Party" will be
1 beach-style party at each of the din- -
ing commons.
Johnson said..that the dining ser-
s—s-w-e-Hies-swprovssle-its-rnans.
c this as possible each year
oriega said to be
major world criminal
WASHINGTON (AP) A former
associate portrayed Panamanian
strongman Manuel Antonio Isiciriega on
Tuesday as the driving force behind, a,
"gigantic machine" that generated hun-
dreds of millions of dollars through
drug trafficking, money laundering,
gunrunning and other criminal
enterprises.
Jose I. Blandon, a former Panama-
nian intelligence official fired by
General Noriega as his couritry's counsel
general in New York, said also Cuban
President Fidel Castro once personally
• intervened in a dispute between Noriega
and the Medellin drug cartel in
Colombia,, 
One cocaine shipment by an alleged
t Nortega associate ins ols ed an apparent
connection to the I S - backed Contra
- rebels in Nicaragua. Blandon told a
Senate Foreign -Relations-subcommittee.
Blandon also testified that Noriega.
-Panama's military chief, worked close-
ly with the CIA and regularly received
classified reports on the political lean-
Cooriplaints? Gripes? Frustrations? Let us know about
these! Maybe it can make a difference. Write to Tiw
Maitre Campus. Suite 7a. lord Hall.
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Battle of beer and T-shirts
A- - -couple weeks ago The Daily Maine campusreported that Anheuser-Busch was suing a small --Miami-based T-shirt company for infringing on -
their copyright of the Original Party Animal, Spuds •
MacKenzie logo.
It seems that the folks at Anheuser-Busch think that
their dog is being walked by another cohipany. The
"other company" is the tiny Sportswear Associates,
Inc., owned and operated by Mark Radosevich
Radosevich claims. he created his logo. Cap Salt.
from the white bull terriers he raises. He also says that
Capt. Salt was born in 198i. heftier Mr. Party Animal
ever became famous.
The pant has to be made that Capt. Salt and Spuds
are quite similar. But Capt. Salt appears with a patch
like that of the traditional pirate while Spuds seems to
be born with a black patch of fur around his kit eye.
Radosevich makes a good pointwhen he asks why
Anheuser-Busch thinks that their copyright covers the
whole breed. •
If they. do. then why-nOt just say that-they have the
copyright to all canines"-
fhe tact is. whether Itadosevich wins or loses, he may
not be able to stay in business in the wake of his in-
credible court costs.
Can a huge company like Anheuser-Busch rails think
that a company with use employees like Sportswear
Associates. Inc is threatening to them?
Or is this iusT a chance for inheuser-Buwh's lawyer
to tune up on then courtroom !tiquette and flex their '
corporate muscles?
Where are the rights of the small businessman?
Aren't they the building blocks of -America?'
Radosevich has been trying to help his cause by
witting to journalists around the country. Although this
may help his cause, he is truly fearful of losing
eversthing he has.
-This is a classic case of the big kid on the block pick -
ma on the little kid nest door
Lees hope, that Anheuser-Busch goes home from this
foolish escapade the same was Spuds %la:Kenzie was
born— with a black eye!
e:rr
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Michael Di Cicco
Let's talk for a few minutes about
the most hysterical act- to hit the _.
entertainment scene so far this
decade
- am. of course, talking about
!he recent Iowa caucuses
Saturday Night Live is adequate,
Letterman is cute, but nothing can
1-eompikte to the volutes' goings-on —
An that otherwise nondescnpt mid • _
western state. •
Take the Vice President George
Bush act for example Wimp or not.
Bush entered the -caucus billed as the
Republican leader and a president*
front -runner
His confidence soared with each
trip he made to the state rn his shiny
Air Force Two Kt. liep. this Iowa
thing wouldn't be much of a fight It •
was his for the taking.
Too bad he sot decked and not on-
ly by Kansas Scn Robert Dole, but
by Pat Robertson as well
Now Dolk ',can understand, but
Robertson, a former television
evangetist . Come on
It gets better.
When the last ballots were we
off the caucus dance floor and stuff-
ed wherever the, stuff old ballots
-
4.
presidential candidate Sen Albert
Clore. Jr of Tennessee finished far
behind New York Gov. Mario -
Cuomo
So what's the hg deal' Weil,
-nothing ncept Iasi time I talked to -
him. Cuomo wisui't es cm running for
presidem.
I aolliale. 111 a month or two, (-KIM
10061' be hoping to fill the position
dater. 
 
Then yap  base former Arittina
Gos Bruce Babbitt This enterpris-
ing candidate reponedly bicycled
from one end of Iowa to the other. .-
shaking eser) hand and patting es cry
pig along the way. Too bad he finish-
ed the contest as an also-ran Perhaps
if he had used a car or at kast Motor
scooter Well, he must be in great
shape now arisss as
And Gary Hart. who- used the•
caucus as a spring board with which
to launch his bur comeback, toolra • • -
disc and finished with what
amounted to 0 percent of the sow._
But as he told his supporterisi early
in the day of the caucus, "This cam-
paign will only get stronger the longer
it goes"
I assume Hart will soon be-joining
Gore • - •
• Missouri Rep. Richard Gephardt
and Illinois Sen. Paul Simon both
did quite well in the caucus cap-
turing about 60 percent of the
Democratic vote between them
This, of course, was to be ex-
pected as Iowans seem to feel akin
to Gephardt's meat loaf -like per •
sonality. tild--1%*- heard they think
. Simon's bow ties are kind of racy..
- 
- - -
_
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No AIDS at UMaine
To the editor:
Itis important that the
university community realize
that the article on .AIDS in The
Daily Maine Campers of Feb. 8,
is quite misleading. The
headline implies that we actual-
ly hese definite evidence of
people with AIDS on the
university campus. This is in
fact not true. There is no such
definite data.
In addition, the information
indicating that we may have
students carrying the AIDS
virus (as opposed to being sU
with AIDS) is purely inferen-
tial-The article used statistics to
generalise that we most likely
have people who have been in-
fected with the AIDS virus on
campus at this time. As long as
it is understood that this is not
fact but hypothesis, the infor-
mation is accurate.
We must also object to the
was an which the information
has been presented, both from
the headline to the end of the
story. The entire tone of the ar-
• ticte is inflammatory. Words
like "victim," ."terror," and.
"prey" are not words that
those of us concerned about
people with AIDS, or those
who may be exposed to AIDS.
choose to use. AIDS is indeed
a devastating illness, but should
be considered in the most
humane possible way.
We certainly 'recognize and
support the need for education;
about AIDS on the university'
campus. We are also anxious to
present information in an ac-
curate. informative and tom-
passionate manner. We Tea
that thia,artick did a disservice
to those goals
Roberta Berrien, M.D...-
Director 
-
Ruth bockhart
'Health Educator
Women want soccer
lo the editor:
With the success of _Maine
basketball, football, hockey
and baseball, the UMaine
seems to be the ideal sports
school. In siew of these teams'
accomplishments. no one
realizes that UMaine is lacking
something in its athletic
program-a women's soccer
team
There is a men's soccer team.
but no attempt has been made
°cite pan of the admintora•
tura to it...govt.a women's team.
The popularity of soccer is
Increasing throughout the state
of Maine which means that
high school students are look-
ing for a school where they can
pia) soccer.
UMaost has; stoma reputa-
tion academically and socially,
but a female who wants to play
soccer Will go elsewhere_
Smaller schools such as USM
and UMPI have women's soc-
cer. yet the largest and most
prestigous school in the
UMaine System has no team
Even smaller colleges such as
Husson and UNE are beginning
*omen's soccer programs next
year, while Orono has not even
seriously begun to consider it.
There is definitely a desire
for a women's soccer team
among UStame students. The
interest is there, but the women
need a goal to strive fot. The
earl) morning practices the
team is attending now are dif-
ficult when no one is sure of the
esponse
Snow removal needs
To the editor:
Ah, the joys of winter --
snow, skiing, snowball fights,
etc. Let's not forget the most
fun of all though -trying to get
one's car out of a university
parking ,lot.
ON this issue I have to
disagree strongly with the Snow
Removal Committee that -the
snow was removed "properly"
from dormitory parking lots.
The snow removal policy, here
it UMaine seems to be to wait
at least three days after a storm _
- to plow. By this time people
have driven their cars 'around
the 104._ turning  six inches of -
snout into two incises of ict
I also love the fact that when
it is announced that a lot will be
cleared (in Oxford's - Case.
Wednesday the 27th at I p.m.)
and all the cars are moved, no
one shows up. On that SVednes-
das I moved my car thinking
happy thoughts because the lot
would finally be cleared. When
it wasn't cleat by 7:30 p.m. I
decided that it would be safe to
park my car back in the lot and
move it in the morning. -Im-
agine my surprise when I went
out a little later to find the
police taking down my license
plate number! As if by parking
my car back in the lot at night,
after the univers,ity was closed
kept them from plowing.
_ Anyway, the point of all this
is, that it is ,now__Saturda_y the
6th- and my cat Is hopelessly
stuck in the Oxford lot. Not
because of too much snow
from Thursday's storm,, but
work
because such a poor job was
done removing the snow from
the last storm. Even local
businesses like the Bangor Mall
do a better job of removal,
although I have to admit that
the mall closes at. 9:00 p.m..,
leaving lots of empty parking
space.
Even though the triall has an
easier time plowing its tots, they
also have the sense to use salt
to actually melt some of the ice
that has accumulated. When all
of the cars were out of the
university lots last time, if the
plowing crews had used more
salt instead of sand, my car
. would not be stuck in the lot
now.
M. Concannon
Oxford Hall
Athlete is victim of parking problem
'To the editor:
Here is another horrifying
example to further illustrate the
parking problem at the
UMaine.
legal spot. While one lot was
full, the other only contained
spaces which prohibited over-
night parking.
Upon returning late Saturday
nigh!, I was forcett u-orch foi
my missing car. After contac-
ting the campus police. I was
told that my car had been tow-
ed. I was further informed that
it would be impossible to pick
up my car Saturday night. This
left my weekend plans up in the
---atier-aal did not know when I
Last Thursday night (Feb. 4)
my car Was towed from the
Memorial Gymnasium parking
lot. I am t member of the
UStaine Women's Basketball
Team, and that particular
weekend we had two games
Connecticut. Before leasing.
combed the parking lot for a
would be able to retrieve my
%chicle
In addition to not having
transportation Saturday even-
ing, I was left with no alter-
native but to pay the garage $55
to regain possession of my velu-
Lic. To add insult to injury, I
was slapped with a $7 overnight
parking ticket.
I realize that participating in
athletics does not exempt me.
from parking regulations, but it
does show that something has
to be done about the parking
situation on campus. 
Crystal A. Cummings
status of the team in the future.
The competitive UMaine spirit
would increase among the
women currently playmg if they
knew that the team would be
"official."
The group is dedicated and
willing to put a lot into the pro-
gram to make it successful,
People urged to join just and
To the editor
Since 1979, educating people
about thessnly legalized a.nd in-
stitutionalized system of Naze:
like racism in the world (apar-
theid), U.S. economic Ind
political policies. toward South
Africa, and University of
&lame investments in apartheid
has e been major issues on cam-
pus. Those of us in the local
anti-apartheid. movement,
especially through the leader-
ship of the Maine Peace Aoki,
Committee, have been amai-
ingly successful in our freedom
and justice struggles. Through
numerous films, speakers, ar-
ticles, leaflets, demonstrations,
shantytowns and pickets people
were educated and mobilized.
In 1982, the board of trustees
adopted a recommendation of
our university calling for the
total divestment isy the Univar
sity of Maine S/Stem and the
University of Maine Founda-
tion of millions of dollars of
--holdings in corporations and
banks operating in racist South
Africa. The university became
one .of the, first universities in
.the' U.S. to divest all of its
South.Africa stock (now such
divestment is common), but the
Foundation has continued to
ignore our democratic wishes
and to disgrace our name bs. in.-
vesting our money in apartheid
South Africa.
In 1987, the legislature of the
state of Maine voted to divest
all state pension funds in cor-
porations and banks doing
business in South Africa. Dur-
ing the fall, the education com-
mittee in the Legislature had
firialls had it with the arrogant,
unresponsiblc attitude of our
Foundation and voted
unanimously to recommend to-
ast full Legislature that--the
Charter of the University
what is needed is the
lion:Irons- the school-
University's athletic
Mali to make the team a
reality.
Amy West phalen
Wendy lroSsit
peaceful activities
Maine Foundation be resoked.
Isn't it time that the Maine
Foundation Executive Director
Thomas Harper and President
Christopher -Hutchins realizer -
that they are in Maine and not
racist South Africa, that they-
can no longer ignore the
democratic wishes of our
students, faculty, ad-
ministrators, trustees, and
legislators, that they should oc-
casionally answer a letter or
phone call, and that calling the
police when confronted with
reasonable and legal requests is
no substitute for rational
dialogue?
We mite all students and
other members of the universi-
ty community concerned about
racism at home and abroad and
'with the disgraceful behavior of
the University of Maine Fotin-
-dawn to join us in the follow-
--ins activities: the _MPAC South
Africa Subcommittee meets
every Wednesday at 4 p.m. in
the Weisz Room of the Maples;
a new mole _from South
Africa, "Maids and
Madams," deahtiaoititth sex-
ism and racism, will be shown
on Thursday, Feb. 11 at 7 p.m..
in 100 Neville Hall: a
demonstration protesting the
Foundation's continued in-
vestments in South African
racism will be held on Wednes-
day, Feb. 24 at 12:20 p.m., in
front of the Foundation's of of-
fices at 82 Columbia St. in
Bangor.
We need your help. Please
join with us in our mutual con-
cern for freedom, justice, and
peace.
The M PAC South Africa
Subcommittee
Martha Shan
Elwood Ede
Emily (11.1.).Peabtes-Seibert
Doug Allen
recogni-
and the
depart- -31iter sex19-
does not exist
"ts- the-editor: -
Don't look now, but we were
lied to Again. The AIDS
"education" article on page
one of the insert in Monday's
Campus ended with the
phrase"...thc best way for them
to avoid AIDS is to practice
safer sex - anciget good at it."
-the only way to ,get good at
something is with kits of prac-
tice.
So we are to avoid a deadly
disease by engaging in one of
the two major activities that
transmit if. This makes ab-
solutely no _ sense.
If we are to ever conquer this
disease, we must admit that sex
outside of mutually
monogamous relationships is
_inherently dangerous and
should not be engaged in. No
condom or any other method
of "safer sex" can guarantee
that you will not catch AIDS,
but abstinence from sex and in-
travenous drugs will come as
close as possibk to that goal.
Andy Roy
•
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:VALENTINE'S DAY i
Order Earlyll C
Orono Floral Boutique 5
38 Maine-St,- 866=3557!
across' from 7-11 St
Open ALL DAY February 14th -1
Will be set up at the Studentlon
WednesdwThurs cliff, and
ierc-er-oalex,r-Aditarbeaspoutroc-451
•
show student ID and get 10 percent off thealready low prices Also: remember that special
someone on
Valentine's Day. All jewelry 20 percent off
NEW ARRIVALS: 
TAPESTRIES
and India T-shirts
24 Main St .Orono
 
 OStaft 10-5 Monday- Saturday
, MC/VISA accepted
-
I.
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Boston-bawd band
 
entertains
 
at UMaine 
After Hours rocked on Friday night
with an aggressivepoo rock band call.
ed New 'Nan The Boston based quintet
played for about for about 31/2 hours
and never missed a beat
Lead vocalist Scott Gilman has a ccr
tarn sound_that you Just hase t.aJkc. 14'.s
somewhat brash but flowing. Brock
Avery is a great drummer and it shows
He was awarded best percussionist at thc
• Boston Music Awards last summer H,
did a three minute solo like n w.
nothing at all. Meanwhile Tim Ar
chiblads' bass line was no less than
Guest review
Cristin Rojas
ching 'But the most unique part of Nem-
Man ts Bob•Ctay's MC and talent on the
alto saxaphone. It definitely adds a
touch of class to then songs. "
A few of their better songs include
• Bad Boys," "Flying Cowboy" and
"1 ou !Slake Me Feel." Some of you
might remember Bad Boys fforn a video
they had on 66 of "Flying Cowboy
from their Basement Tapo Vsdeo on
MTV
The crowd responded quite well to
New Man. So well in fact that they came
out for on encore.. Ita•s stal also on: of
their better sots titled "Say -Good-
bye •
New Mali. a pop 'rock band pissed at tier Hours, a nightclub in the Dania tiVff
77,
So. if You-hiSip-e—ned to miss New Man
Last Fnday. take my word for it. they
were great! Also make a point to attend
other After Hours esents including
"The Tut atones" and comedian Jimmy
Smith this Friday. Or if you like James
Taylor. Dave Binders will do a "Fire
eitsi Stain - snow featuring James
Taylor's mussc on Feb. 20. Rey 
 
son will be ioining him.
VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIALS
brought to you by
The University
Singers
to__,benefit their
1988 Europe Tour Balloon
1 single mylar balloon
sent with your personal
massage.
---t Love You
Specfals
3 Jumbo heart shaped
ruby red ballons
Olivmd with a _
message from you.
Valentine's Day
Bouquet
1 dozen long-stringed'
red balloons delivered
to someone special.
Valentine Cake
Decorated heart.
shaped chocolate or
vanilla cake with a
special message on the
cake
Call: Glenn 4830 campus greeters
Or 8664340
The Datty_ MOW
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 Aeostlisead from par 7)
Using a set of - charts. Blandon
described a network', of people and
allegedly used by Noriega to profit (torn
drug-rUnning and  monekLunikung.  
- operations -
He estimated the Panainanilln
leader's fonune at kast S2(*),nullioin but
said there are some estimates pegging_ it
closer to SI billion.
He saidNoriega lists lasishly. map- '
- taming a - dozen homes in Panama. a
fleet of luxurs cars and aircraft and. a
residence in France
, Blandon said '44f:wit-la began to build
a criminal organization in the early
19070s when he seised as Panama's in-
telligence {: NO Fie said the general con-
yolidated his'..posser on becoming chief
of the nation's armed services in 1983.
after an internal struggle that followed
• the 1981 death in an airplane crash of
the country's ruler, .Gtn.. Omar
Testifsing Under Oath and through a
translator. Blandon said %omit-
transformed Panama's national guard
into the Panamanian 13cfensc Force and
injected it into "such normally cisilian
responsibilites as immigration and
customs. the ports, railroads and air
ports
"Together. Noriega and his group 
- _•wfa.
turned Panama into a gigantic mahine
tor all sorts of criminal actisities and IP
c
- enterprises... said Blandon. whose ap-
pearance was marked tis intensive 
1;41.:
Norms& has adamant Is denied the m-
i.-46=i= by Blandon. a political mat
20. 1 INTER
go ARD 
security precautions
Noriega's lawyers has e demanded the
right of cross-examination to protect ,
their client from allegedls un
truths "
%mina was indicted h% a federal
grans: jury in Miami last week on
tharges he accepted at least Si 6 million
to make Panama -a safe haseri for drug
and trusties -laundering operations
- —
Blandon said the general's ontrolof
Panama is now so complete that the
revel% cs 53 million a year from the moo
trs 's central bank as "pots .ash
I he t niversits of Maine Piano Trio featuring (left to
right) .Anatok Nieck on siola, pianist kaihrs a Ann
If °les and sioimiciilist Diane Harrington kow-tili. will per-
form at p.m. Feb. 26 I. (Maine's Lord Recital Hail
1 he free public cower' is sponsored* Obit UM -
l)rpartsest and will highlight thcreirlIkALligologlgl.
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WHEN: FEBRUARY 1O& 11
WHERE 130 UTILE HALL
SHOWTiME3: 7.& 9 PM
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PERSONALS
Send a Valentine's Day Personal to someone you know!
I1 At The Daily Maine Campus in the basement of Lord Hall:
x
DALY 25e   per line
Personal, will be printed in Friday's issue of The Daily Maine Campus
Deadline for Personals Is Thursday. Feb.11 at 1200 noon.
gr„ft. ipqr Ix% VII -Ira. •IK IrArgLarzra Int _n24:1Pqr.
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Re% iew
**My Life as a Dog” is a bittersweet
delight, a Swedish import about how a
12-year-old boy named Ingemar faces
-the anguish and joy of childhood, deals
-s
with lose and death and learns to
perSe4 ere.
Made in 1985 and released to U.S. au-
thences last year by Skouras Pictures.
 
 "MY Ideas kik." has played mostly
in art houses. Its filmmaker, Lasse
• Hallstrom, has been nominated for the
Directors Guild of America's award for
4
•
My Life as a Dog
the best mosse director of 1987.
Hallstrom's•movie is a beautiful af-
firmation of -life, a ceiebration.of the
h capabilityuman to adapt to ads ersit y
a it is filled with wit and humor,.
The film's two main characters. im-
pish Inge-mar (Anton Glartrehus) and his
tomboy buddy, Saga (Melinda Kin-
naman), are tot ally endearing
titan/elms won the Swedish equivalent
of the Academy Award tor best actor.
while the film was named best picture.
I Have a gripe? Let other people
know what's on your mind.
Send a letter to
the Daily Maine Campus.
Address letters to: Suite 7A
Larif71111
Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a
scholarship, you could finish on one. Ar-
my ROTC Scholarships pay for full tui-
tion and allowances for educational fees
and textbooks. Along with up to S1000
a year. Get all the. facts.
ARMY REHRVE. OFFICERS 1.0 •\ \ • -•
MFFLME AT
*
-411EVANIEllir
lf
.1001
4 % gloralP.'"0"..mor
'
-
;Tv
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DARKROOMS
Develop Your Film at
the Union!
$10.00 User Fee per Semester.
Make arrangements on Thursdays,
10.00 a.m. to 12 noon
The Students' Program Office,
2nd Floor,
Memorial Union
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
Ingmar toes in Sweden during the
1950s with his older brother, his mother
and his belosed dog. He 'recalls with
longing how he- once could make his
mother laugh with his stones and tricks.
But now his mother lAnki Lidep) is
ding of tuberculosis, unable to work.
emotionally fragile and prone to Fier)
tantnnns brought on by the normalln-,
tics of two sons. including Ingmar%
hssterical inability to drink a glass of
milk without shaking the contents all
oser himself.
Ingernar adapts by comparing his
troubles to tragedies in the news: a
So. tet space dog who stares to death
aboard a satellite; a missionary beaten
to death while 'preaching , • t he - motor-
evalgt who died trying to jump mei II,
buses; or the man killed when a jaselin
hits him in the chest.
"It's important to hase things like
that to compare with." Ingemar tells
himself "1 ou Woe to comapre all the
tune.
'hen life's puzzles and tragedies start
__to overwhelm lagsmar . -he gets down -on
Ciistiti got as
all fours and starts barking like it dog
one of his many defense mechanisms.
As his mother weakens. Ingmar is
sent to stay with relatives in a country
town filled with odd, wacky characters.
There's irreverent and lusty Uncle
Gunnar (Tomas von Bromsser). who
4nvcs his Vide crazy by -repeatedly play-
ing the Swedish version of "Oh. What
,a I °sets Bunch of Coconuts" on a
phonograph Or elderly Mr. Ars idsson,
who gets his jollies by having Ingernar
read him lingerie cataiop. Or Bent (Ins-
Mari (arlsson), who takes Ingemar with
her "to make Sure eserything stays ar-
tistic". when she models nude for a
KulP191- •
Based on a novel by Radar Jonsson.
•*114y life as a Dog" revels in the
idiosyncrasies of human beings and
precisels captures the trauma of grow-
ing up. It is a pure joy.
The film is unrated, but contains
some nudity. Its theme Ind subtitles put
it beyond the reach if younger children
Running tirrie.--tOt-rnmutes
,._,.„....,...-.,,,,...,„.............„.„ . :„.„..,.......n
ALPHA 
....
Join the sisters of Alpha Phi and the
brothers of SAE for dinner...
Feb. 11 at 4:45 p.m.
Meet in room - Basement of Hancock
Hall
`0,,,,0,.‘0,00,0 0,0•00,00,,,,,,..107016_11,16&14.1•01000, 
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UNIVERS-MY OF-MAINE-
Maine Masquc s. e-presents—
Quilters
fl5t,V;* 'Zk..3r2111t4
• 7. 'pp
- • ‘31.•
•
Molls- Newman and Barbara Darnashek
Music and lyrics kw
Barbara Damashek
Nord on 1 lir Qualm ,O••••••rn
b. Pomo* Loupes «4 i•••••••• &Wirt AA.,
February 10-13 at 8 pm
Matinee February 11 at 2 pm
Hauck Auditorium 0
rhinairo Maine
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Dave Greely
, Once again. the aite has fallen. This
time the unfortunate victim was
Philadelphia 76er coach Matt Guokas.
Let's look at the facts.
, The Sillef% have lost seven of their
last nine games. including 10in a row
on the road. ,
They have made less than SO percent
•of their field goal attempts in their last
II games • -
'The on proud • franchise is now
struggling to stay above .500 with a 20-
13 record.
. That's • why the Sitter •front office'
Canned (inokas. But the real story of .
the falteringSiseis is not Giteitis* in-
ability as a coach. but the front of-
lice's' inability to make- trades :that
the franchise.benefit
the two blockbusters that 'turned
the -- Cleveland- - -Cavaliers and
, Washington Bullets onto-playoff con-
tenders decimated the %Mal,
TRADE "sit'%1B1-R ONE: .Center '
Moses Malone. power forward Teri!.
.._
Catledge and two first round draft
picks to Washington for center Jeff
Roland and forward Cliff Robinson.'
Ilmmm. Malone is one of the top
rebounds-is in the game and led the
Soiers_to a championship He was the
starting center for the Fastern Con-
ference All-Stars this sear and nct)
year. C atledge is an adequate power
forward who boards Well
Ruland played about ten games for
the Sisers before retiring because of
persistent injuries_ Robinson is an up
and down player who was has mg a de-
scnt year before injuring his back. .
I It ADE NUMB/ R TWO: The S&'
ers first round draft peck that became
Brad Daugherty to Cleveland for .Roy
-Hinson Ilatighefly Win! All-Star in
. only- his second year. Hinson is a pan-
timer for the Starers.
TRADE NUMBER 1 HREE:
Guard Sedale Threat! to Chidigo -for'
'guard-Vert colter . ...
threatt is a capable. %COM for the
pistol Chicago hulls Colter had'one
of the worn field goal percentages-in
• the league last year and has since been
traded away
. Had the Sisal- not made the first
two trades, their front court would
look like this... All-Star Moses talone
at center. 4'4(1w Brad Daugherty at
6.ne forward nd All-Star ariil Most
Valuable 'Playier candidate ( hartis
Barkles at the Other .timwaid
The only frontcourt in the league
that is, any better than that is the
—Bost on reRics" awesonseirs—mt Tine or
'forwards --anit-Larry Bird Kevin
- McHale and center Robert- Parish.
And only two of those Celts I McHale
-.,and -Reed) made the All-Stire-icvm. •.
Combine that With a backcourt of
Threatt and another All-Star. point
SuRld 'Maurice Cheeks, and you hase
: a itsinf that is every bit as good as the
Celtics Of thy Los Angeles Lakers.
Had the Spier management not
shown such incredible ignorance in
their player changes, they wouldn't
has c to hase made a coaching change.
And Instead of struggling, to make
the plasoffs, thes would be challeng-
ing for a Nat it'Inat KVA et ball Associa.
lion championship.
Pave Greet) is a co-sports editor
who is surprised the •Si,ters _havers'i_
dealt Barkley to the Celtics for Fred
- ' •-Roberts. ,-....,,------L--.-- .---.7_
'
Old-timers maintain zeal
W Illks Mein
Stall ' 
The legs aren't quite as strong and the
bodies, aren't quite as toned. hut their
zeal tor the game that made them
famous is still the same.
The Boston Bniins Old Timers led by
captain Johnny Bucyk put their talents
on display at Afford 'Arena Tuesday
night, 
-
"We always love to come out and
Play", "the. same." Bucyk said,
"Everyone out there was a winner but
especially the American Heart Asso.cia-
tion."-- - •• -
• The game was played to benefit the
AMA...
On this night Itit-01d timers eked out
a- 10-9 victory over a group of -local
stars, but it wasn't important-who won.
'It's been a while." Univertny of
Maine assistant coach Joe Clark said of.
his performance in the net for the local
stars. It's fun to go out there and play
a game against some of the all-time
greats •'
The game brought the return of some
of ('Maine's old stars including
goahender Jim Tonoiella and the Bears'
all-time leading scorer, Gars Conn.
"We had a lot of fun out there."
Conn said. -It's a lot different up here
now, but the fans are still the same.
1 hey •rc fantastic "
'Maine's head hockey coach. Shawn
Vi alsh greed that the game was a lot of ]
fun for a good cause
When asked why he didn't make it I
back to the deferisise end on a particular_ 1-
goal. Vialsh quipped. 0
-(Todd) Jenkins wouldn't has e made it I
back on that play."
It v..as a fun night for many area
. youngsters as the Bruins' Old Timers
, stepped into the crowd to sign
autographs between the second and
Bucyk said that the Old Timers have
about a 10 man roster and play a 10-13
game wheduk csery year
•
These offense-men give the goalie a workout.
"Guys like Terry O'Reilly would be
here, but tonight he's at the (NHL) All-
With impressive performances for the
Bruin team were Ace Bailey. bon Mar-
shawls V1 alsh faces off with a druins old-timer.
cotte.
Crowder.
The local all-stars were kd.b t.1Mainc
redshirts Steve Tepper, Joakini
Wahlstrosn. and Carriph#4!
It is estimated that approstrnatch
1500 people attended the event
and UMame assistant Bruce
44 I Pie Dalt) Maine Campus, Wednesday. Pearson! th 19111
NCAA Council toughens eligibility
NASHVILLE, TENN. (CPS) — Col-
lege athletes will be required to earn bet-
iter grades if they want to compete, the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
decided at its annual lanuarY meeting
I he new rule, sponsored by tht.
policy-making NCAA Council, sets, for
the rtrst time, uniform Overall geode-
point standards for 
---
Effective Aug. 1, 4989,
need a 1.6 cumulative grade-point
average on a 4.0 scale after their first
season of competition. After the second
season, student athletes Must have 1.8s,
and a 2.0 alter their third and subse-
quent seasons. "
The NCAA Divides. III, composed of
colleges that. do not offer athletic
scholarships, voted to bar members
from esen considering athletic ability
when putting together financial aid
packages for students.
Proponents for the new ruk suc-
cessfully argued that some Disision Ill
schools gise athletes unfair preference
when awarding aid. Opponents said
athletic ability should be considered in
the same light as musical or dramatic
talent, when packaging financial aid
award,
Other sports reform proposals were
less successful at the meeting. .
Ntan members argued Or... big-time
- institutions that take home huge bonan-
zas from bowl games . and basketball
tournaments should be required-to share
the %icalth : with their less-fortunate
_brethren._ • _
- 'The propos& met with ridicule by,
others, Georgetown basketball
coach John Thompson. "Am I the on-
-As-capitalist-Us the- room? -T-hompson
asked. "You folks can sit here and talk
about resenue sharing all you want Rut
all the money Georgetown makes should
go to Georgetown "
While those who wanted to share the
--collegiate sports powerhouses' wealth
thought it unfair that the rich get richer,
opponents said resenue is already
distributed fairly among ,schools. Some
conferences share television and tourna-
ment rinenues; receipts from the NCAA
Division 1 basketball tournament pay
,for transportatxm costs to other NCAA
events and for a new catastrophic-injury
insurance plan.
"We're sot splitting it up esents as
these peogik-nre arguing we should."
said NCAA executive director Richard
D. Schultz. "But there has been a
definite, increase in revenue-sharing.
though it's done in more subtle
ways
Blurt Rear baskedmill penyer Jeff Sains• 1140 won't have to worry about
NCAA's strider essethirds. He asemod a 4.1 CPA WI semestertommussessingionmewssiswitisszuww.......r
University of Maine
Student Volunteerism Week
February 8 - 12
Monday - United Way booth upstairs in Union
Tuesday - Good Samaritan booth downstairs in Union
- Student Volunteerism Mini Fair and Reception Damn Yankee
Everyone welcome!
'Check the Maine Campus insert!'
Wedeesday - Down East Big Brothers Big Sisters booth
downstairs in Union
Thursday &
Friday- - Please plan to come intO1 Student Volunteer Office,
2nd floor. Memorial Union, to register to participate in the Stu-
dent Volunteer Program
Saturday - Student Leadership Conference Seminar on Student
iVolunteerism 2 p.m.
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Pre
tkoll
with the BOYZ
FREE TO UM STUDENTS
Sat. Feb 13th
9:30 p.m.-1a.m.
Lengyel Gym 
Valentine
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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2; Boston Un
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The Dash Maine Campus, Wednesday. February 10, 191118
WMEB/CHS-11-
COLLEGE
HOCKEY
RECORD POINTS
1. MAINE (15)•25-4-2 150
Minnesota 25-7-0 132
3. Lake Superior 22-44 123
4. Wisconsin 22-11-0 101 •
5. St. Lawrince 18-6-0-83
6. Michigan State 20-9-3 67
7. Harvard, 14-5-0 60
8. Northeastern 13-10-4 39
9. Denver 18-13-225
10. !kiwi* Green 19-10-2 17
-First place votes in parentheses
--Others receiving votes:
Colgate 12; Michigan 7; Cornell 5; Western Michigan
2; Boston University I; Merrimack I; Michigan Tech 1;
and Minnesota-Duluth 1
Come
•
lbs UMalee twice) team, slows hers usidast We USA, is will stop flit
Wha3,(.11441 College Hockey Media Poll.
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- DeGrasse-
Give your Valentine a Rose of Gold
from Krementz
5 MIII Street, Orono
866-4032
Store hours Mon -Fri. 9-6:M, Sat. 9-4:00
SENIORS! .
only
Party with
TONIGHT!
•
•
•
Us at El Cheepo's!
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 884 Cover Charge
 
 * - -*
•
1 •
• , I ke &say Maine Campus. Y. etinesda). Februars 10. 1988
Inspector to check out
• a
conditions at Jay null
- AUGUSTA. Me. (AP)'— Federal in-
spectors will spend up to six weeks
checking health and safety conditions at
International Paper Co.'s mill in Jay,
where thousands of people were
es acuatediaSt wcck after a potentiay
lethal gas leaked from the plant. Gov.
John R. Mckernan Jr. said Tuesday.
Mckernan. ssho asked for a thorough
inspection bv the Occupational Safety
and Health .iXdministration in the wake
of a chlorine dioxide leak Friday at the
strikebound ip null. said inspectors
would begin their insestigation Feb. 22.,
OSHA's four-to six-week inspection
will be run in conjunction with a special
-state teams's effort to find out if pima'-
, tial safety and health risks aka at 4s--
nsil.%heri more than 1.200 .papet:
.wOrkers hese been on-strike since.,
mid-June
"In light of last 1-Way's incident, ske
need an in-depth inspection of heahh
and safety conditions at the null, and the
Apersonnd'oiTI be a great help ita
onducting the tspe of independent.
t • • ,respitmsible assessment thers
required." the gos er nor said a
prepared statement
The state team includes represen
tatiscs from the departments Of Fri
Yironmental Protection. labor. Human
Services, Public Safety. and the Maine
Emergency Management Agencv
McKernan spokesperson Willis
Lyford said the govertiot and state
Labor Commissioner John Fittsimmons
received serbal assurances from
OSHA's regional office in Roston that
the inspection would take_place.
OggA 'spokesperson John Chase:
said he could not confirm details of the
coming inspection, but added that More
information would be , released
WrinesdaY•
IP spokesperson Joseph Pietroski said
thc company has pledged to cooperate
in any safes inspection, and predicted
that the OSHA probe will prose that the
spapenriaker has an excellent safety
record..
**We happen to belies e that our safe-
record and ow operating record is
among the best in the. industry."
Pietrosti said. • ' - •
Nearly 4,000 people were forced Out
of Jay and surrounding communities for
several hours on Fridas after 112.000
gallons of chlonne dioxide leaked
--t-Nough—libroiten tank sal-NC,
- That accident occurred barely a week
after eight workers lithe mill were tratiji. _
ed to the hospital after being exposed to
poisonous hydrogen sulfide gas. •
No serious injuries *(erc reported in
either _incident.
OSHA inspectors who were at the sue
in response to the first leak in late
Januars obsersed IP's response to Fri-
da 's emergencs. Pietroski said.
Read
The !Mill %Mine I amp's.
for all the latte.,t
campus. new..
- --Tbearice-biacks-are-mailly-fore-mipiat.
Like to see
your name
in print?
Write for
The Daily Maine Campus!
ESPRIT DE CORPS
v
an exhibition
by the
ART FACULTY '88
WINE AND CHEESE RECEPTION
FEBRUARY 11, 5-7 p.m.
CARNEGIE HALL GALLERIES I AND II, U MAINE
•
•
tbary.
•
